
 

Mini FB League Rules  

1.) Max roster size is 10 players per team.   

2.) No slide tackling.    

3.) No offsides.    

4.) All games played with a futsal ball. 

5.) Each half of play is 18 minutes in length (all ages). 

6.) Outfield players may pass backs to the GK.  GK’s cannot use hands on pass backs.   

7.) All goal kicks restart in the GK’s hands inside goal box.   

8.) All matches are played 4v4 including a GK per team.      

9.) Substitutions are “rolling” meaning they are made on the fly during play and any stoppage following the 
conditions below: 

a. Players must exit and enter from their defensive half. 
b. The player entering cannot leave the substitution area until the player leaving    
the playing area has passed the top of their defensive goal box.  
c. Any player may change positions with the GK provided the referee is informed 
and it occurs at a stoppage of play.   

  
10.) Any foul considered to have taken away a goalscoring opportunity will result in a penalty kick.  
  
11.) No throw ins.  Kick-ins only.  5 seconds allowed on all restarts.   

12.)  All Kick-ins from the touch lines are indirect free kicks.  

13.)  All Kick-ins from the touch lines may be taken between the touchline and dotted line where ball exited 
field of play.   

14.)  All Free-kicks are direct.   

15.)  All corner kicks are indirect.      

16.) A distance of 2 yards (6ft.) must be given on all free-kicks , corner kicks, and kick-ins except penalty 
kicks.     
   
17.) One goal is awarded per goal scored.  

18.) Each team must pay referee $10 (cash) prior to each scheduled match.   

19.) Violent and Unsporting Conduct (by player or spectator) will not be tolerated – All suspensions and/or 
penalties shall be decided by the referee and/or league commissioner. Violent or Unsporting conduct may 
result in the player or specator being suspended for that league season.  There are no appeals on any 
suspensions.    


